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Abstract

As emerging Software Product Line (SPL) technologies 
have evolved, Model-Driven Development (MDD) has 
remained an under-served part of the SPL portfolio 
development lifecycle, making it difficult to simultaneously 
leverage the benefits of both practices. The Telelogic 
Rhapsody®/BigLever Gears™ Bridge is the industry’s first 
solution to provide fully integrated MDD and SPL 
technologies.  With the Bridge’s innovative capabilities, you 
can achieve new levels of efficiency by utilizing:  (1) 
Rhapsody MDD models, rather than working with 
conventional source code,  and (2) Gears’ SPL 
consolidation, first-class model variation points, and 
automated production capabilities – rather than creating 
“clone-and-own” copies of MDD models for each product 
or building “one-size-fits-all” models for all products. This 
increased efficiency enables you to deliver more new 
products and features faster, while reducing the 
development effort and optimizing product quality.

Categories and Subject Descriptors      D.2.13 [Software 
Engineering]: Reusable Software – domain engineering, 
reusable libraries, and reuse models.

General Terms    Design, Economics,  Management, 
Measurement, Theory.

Keywords    Software Product Lines. Model-driven 
Development.

1. Telelogic Rhapsody® / BigLever Gears™ Bridge

While Model-Driven Development™ (MDD™) technology 
provides a powerful enabler for the rapid development of 
individual products within a product line,  as well as greater 
conceptual clarity for the maintenance and evolution of 
those products over time, companies face complex 
challenges in managing product diversity across a product 
line. Software Product Line (SPL) methods and tools are 
specifically designed to provide these essential capabilities.

Now, with the integration of Telelogic’s leading-edge MDD 
product and BigLever’s innovative SPL engineering 
solution, the new Rhapsody/Gears Bridge provides a 
simple, elegant approach for effectively incorporating the 
management of product diversity into your MDD 
processes.

2. Integrated MDD and SPL Capabilities

The Rhapsody/Gears Bridge solution – co-developed by 
Telelogic and BigLever Software – offers fully integrated 
MDD and SPL technologies that enable you to easily 
leverage the benefits of MDD in your product line 
development lifecycle.

With the Bridge solution, you can utilize: 

• Rhapsody MDD models as first-class reusable assets in 
the Gears SPL portfolio development lifecycle

• Gears SPL constructs as first-class software engineering 
mechanisms for managing product line diversity in 
Rhapsody MDD models, orthogonal to the model UML.

More specifically, the Rhapsody/Gears Bridge allows you 
to:

• Use SPL mechanisms to manage the diversity for a full 
product line portfolio in a single,  consolidated MDD 
model, as a highly scalable alternative to cloned copies 
of models or one-size-fits-all UML™ models.

• Automatically configure different Rhapsody model 
behaviors for different products, simply by making 
product feature choices in a Gears feature     profile.

• Convert Rhapsody model elements into Gears variation 
points to encapsulate the SPL diversity for that model 
element, without extending or complicating the UML 
model.

• Use one or more Rhapsody models – either packages or 
projects – in a larger collection of reusable assets for the 
full development lifecycle of a Gears SPL portfolio.

• Perform integrated SPL operations – such as product 
configuration, variation point editing and variation 
impact analysis – directly from Rhapsody menus.
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3. Bridge Plugin Extensions

The Rhapsody/Gears Bridge solution takes the form of a 
dual plugin that provides the following extensions to each 
product, as illustrated in Figure 1.

3.1. Gears Plugin Extensions 

On the Gears side, the Bridge enables you to include 
Rhapsody MDD models as another form of core asset 
within a Gears software production line. You can use the 
Gears product configurator to automatically configure the 
different behaviors of a Rhapsody model, based on your 
feature profile selections made within Gears. 

Using MDD models as first-class SPL core assets, you can 
now automatically configure different instantiations of 
those models without having to utilize clone-and-own 
modeling approaches.

3.2. Rhapsody Plugin Extensions 

On the Rhapsody side, the Bridge allows individual model 
elements within a MDD model to be converted into first-
class Gears variation points. As a result, the diversity of the 
model elements needed to create different products within 
the portfolio can be managed as variation points within the 
model.

Now, you can express the full diversity of feature 
variations,  size and complexity needed in model behaviors 
without using the one-size-fits-all approach to UML 
modeling.

Gears operations for product configuration – as well as 
creating, editing and managing variation points – are now 
available from within the Rhapsody menus.

BigLever Software GearsTelelogic Rhapsody

Rhapsody /
Gears
Bridge

Figure 1.  The Rhapdosy/Gears Bridge

The numerous strategic benefits offered by the Rhapsody 
and Gears synergy allow you to dramatically optimize your 
product line's scalability while improving productivity and 
driving down defect rates -- all with a rapid time-to-market.

For more information regarding the Rhapsody/Gears 
Bridge, contact BigLever Software at info@biglever.com 
or Telelogic at info@telelogic.com.

4. About BigLever Software Gears

BigLever Software’s industry-leading software product line 
solution, Gears,  addresses the unique challenges of 
engineering software for a portfolio of similar products. 
Gears provides an innovative,  yet pragmatic, approach that 
shifts the development focus from a multitude of products 
to a single software production line capable of 
automatically producing all of the products in a portfolio. 
Gears can be used in any or all stages of the portfolio 

development lifecycle,  from requirements to development, 
testing and deployment. 

5. About Telelogic Rhapsody

Rhapsody is the industry’s leading UML 2.0 and OMG 
SysML-based Model-Driven Development environment for 
embedded systems and software engineering. With 
advanced capabilities to extend UML 2.0,  Rhapsody 
supports both functional and object-oriented design 
techniques in one environment. Rhapsody has won 
numerous awards including the Best in Show award at the 
Embedded Systems Conferences in San Francisco and 
Boston from VDC; the SD Times 100 for the third year in a 
row by taking top honors in the modeling category; and the 
Model-Driven Development Focus of the Embedded 
Development Arena award. Rhapsody has been recently 
endorsed by Embedded Market Forecasters as the tool of 
choice for C developers. 
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